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A Little Life - Hanya Yanagihara 2015-03-10
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A stunning “portrait
of the enduring grace of friendship” (NPR) about
the families we are born into, and those that we
make for ourselves. A masterful depiction of love
in the twenty-first century. A NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD FINALIST • A MAN BOOKER PRIZE
FINALIST • WINNER OF THE KIRKUS PRIZE A
Little Life follows four college
classmates—broke, adrift, and buoyed only by
their friendship and ambition—as they move to
New York in search of fame and fortune. While
their relationships, which are tinged by
addiction, success, and pride, deepen over the
decades, the men are held together by their
devotion to the brilliant, enigmatic Jude, a man
scarred by an unspeakable childhood trauma. A
hymn to brotherly bonds and a masterful
depiction of love in the twenty-first century,
Hanya Yanagihara’s stunning novel is about the
families we are born into, and those that we
make for ourselves. Look for Hanya Yanagihara’s

new novel, To Paradise, coming in January 2022.
More Than Pretty - Erica Campbell 2019-09-24
Grammy Award–winning gospel singer,
television star, and radio host Erica Campbell
speaks to women of all shapes and sizes,
demonstrating that true beauty is found not in
external appearances, but in celebrating the
person God made you to be. So many young
women struggle with issues of low self-esteem,
depression, self-degradation, and other
unhealthy habits that manifest on the outside
what’s happening on the inside. And the rise of
social media and the emphasis on beauty as
validation for self-worth have only added fuel to
the fire. But Erica Campbell—Grammy-winning
gospel star, reality TV star, and nationallysyndicated radio host—believes that we need to
redefine beauty. We need to start to see
ourselves the way God sees us—beautiful and
perfectly made. True beauty, Erica believes, is
about embracing who God made you to be. In
More Than Pretty, she turns the mirror around,
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reflecting God’s Word, His affirmations, and His
design for every woman. This book explores
issues of self-esteem, identity, and God’s design
for love and intimacy. She is candid about her
own struggles, sharing honestly about her battle
to feel “good enough” in an industry that fixates
on outward appearances. Covering topics such
as being honest about who we truly are,
reflecting on what we have internalized about
our appearances, uncovering and exposing the
plan of the Enemy, and accepting God’s will for
your life, Erica offers thoughtful, hard-won
wisdom and encouragement to women from all
walks of life, helping build confidence in and
through the power of God.
Lost Soul - Emma Creed 2021
'Bound not by blood but loyalty. We live, we ride,
and we die by our own laws' I've always known
where I belong. I was born to wear the Dirty
Soul patch. Club life is the only life I've ever
wanted. The President, Jimmer Carson, raised
me like a son, and he trusted me with his family.

My loyalty to him and the Souls is unbreakable.
When tragedy strikes our club, the life I thought
I knew is thrown into turmoil. Loyalties are
questioned, bonds are severed, and rules are
broken. For the first time in my life, I feel lost
She's a complication I shouldn't pursue. Far too
perfect to be mine. But I fear she could also be
the missing part of my Lost Soul.Lost Soul is the
first book in the Dirty Soul's MC
series.***Warning***Due to the nature of the
series you should expect to come across subject
matter that some readers may find disturbing.
Lost Soul is intended for readers 18+
Wuthering Heights - Emily Bronte 2021-05-21
Emily Bronte was an English novelist & poet,
who is best known for her only novel,
"Wuthering Heights: She has written poems also
such as - ‘Poems by Currer, Ellis and Action
Bell’, ‘A Death Scene’, ‘To a Wreath of Snow,
and lots Many. ‘Wuthering Heights’ is a highly
imaginative work of passion and hate. Author
was interested in mysticism and used to enjoy
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her solitude outdoors. This novel consists of
those elements. It is now considered a classic of
English literature. It was published under the
pseudonym - "Ellis Bell” The story is full of high
creativity and very imaginative. It narrates
revenge also. It revolves around the main
character, Heathcliff. Wuthering Heights is his
farmhouse. Heathcliff is a young orphan, who
was brought by Earnshaw at Wuthering Heights,
30 years ago. Earnshaw loves him (Heathcliff) so
much, even neglects his own children. After
death of Earnshaw, his elder son Hindley
becomes the new master of Wuthering Heights
and he allows Heathcliff to stay there only as a
servant. Catherine is in love with Heathcliff, but
doesn't show due to her social statue. The story
thus seems very interesting and it ends with
sights of the ghosts of Catherine and Heathcliff.
It consists of many ups and downs Readers will
Surely going to enjoy the novel. It’s
Heartthrobing and it’s very difficult to getup
without reading the novel - fully.

Sophie's World - Jostein Gaarder 2007-03-20
One day Sophie comes home from school to find
two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and
"Where does the world come from?" Before she
knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence
course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus
begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is
not only a mystery, but also a complete and
entertaining history of philosophy.
The Daily Show (The Book) - Chris Smith
2016-11-22
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete,
uncensored history of the award-winning The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its
correspondents, writers, and host. For almost
seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders
between television comedy, political satire, and
opinionated news coverage. It launched the
careers of some of today's most significant
comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the
powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the
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show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies,
and camaraderie will be chronicled by the
players themselves, from legendary host Jon
Stewart to the star cast members and writersincluding Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John
Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily
Show's most prominent guests and adversaries:
John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker
Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes
the reader behind the curtain for all the show's
highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's
underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's
succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the
24-hour political news cycle to become part of
the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for
not only comedy but also commentary, with a
reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to
effect real change in the world. Through years of
incisive election coverage, passionate debates
with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds
with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes
on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has

been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first
time, the people behind the show's seminal
moments come together to share their memories
of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations,
pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of
Zen both on and off the set of one of America's
most groundbreaking shows.
An Uncommon Journey - Deborah Strobin
2014-02-07
A memoir by a brother and sister in which they
recount how their Jewish family fled Nazi Austria
in 1939, joining other Jewish refugees in
Shanghai, China, before escaping to the United
States.
Odyssey - Homer 1895
After - Anna Todd 2014-10-21
"Book one of the After series--the Internet
sensation with millions of readers. Tessa didn't
plan on meeting Hardin during her freshman
year of college. But now that she has, her life
will never be the same"--
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The Beauty in Breaking - Michele Harper
2021-06-29
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A New York
Times Notable Book “Riveting, heartbreaking,
sometimes difficult, always inspiring.” —The
New York Times Book Review “An incredibly
moving memoir about what it means to be a
doctor.” —Ellen Pompeo As seen/heard on Fresh
Air, The Daily Show with Trevor Noah, NBC
Nightly News, MSNBC, Weekend Edition, and
more An emergency room physician explores
how a life of service to others taught her how to
heal herself. Michele Harper is a female, African
American emergency room physician in a
profession that is overwhelmingly male and
white. Brought up in Washington, D.C., in a
complicated family, she went to Harvard, where
she met her husband. They stayed together
through medical school until two months before
she was scheduled to join the staff of a hospital
in central Philadelphia, when he told her he
couldn’t move with her. Her marriage at an end,

Harper began her new life in a new city, in a
new job, as a newly single woman. In the
ensuing years, as Harper learned to become an
effective ER physician, bringing insight and
empathy to every patient encounter, she came to
understand that each of us is broken—physically,
emotionally, psychically. How we recognize
those breaks, how we try to mend them, and
where we go from there are all crucial parts of
the healing process. The Beauty in Breaking is
the poignant true story of Harper’s journey
toward self-healing. Each of the patients Harper
writes about taught her something important
about recuperation and recovery. How to let go
of fear even when the future is murky: How to
tell the truth when it’s simpler to overlook it.
How to understand that compassion isn’t the
same as justice. As she shines a light on the
systemic disenfranchisement of the patients she
treats as they struggle to maintain their health
and dignity, Harper comes to understand the
importance of allowing ourselves to make peace
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with the past as we draw support from the
present. In this hopeful, moving, and beautiful
book, she passes along the precious, necessary
lessons that she has learned as a daughter, a
woman, and a physician.
All Your Perfects - Colleen Hoover 2018-07-17
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The
#1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends
with Us—whose writing is “emotionally
wrenching and utterly original” (Sara Shepard,
New York Times bestselling author of the Pretty
Little Liars series)—delivers a tour de force
novel about a troubled marriage and the one old
forgotten promise that might be able to save it.
Quinn and Graham’s perfect love is threatened
by their imperfect marriage. The memories,
mistakes, and secrets that they have built up
over the years are now tearing them apart. The
one thing that could save them might also be the
very thing that pushes their marriage beyond
the point of repair. All Your Perfects is a
profound novel about a damaged couple whose

potential future hinges on promises made in the
past. This is a heartbreaking page-turner that
asks: Can a resounding love with a perfect
beginning survive a lifetime between two
imperfect people?
Dirty Work - Eyal Press 2021-08-17
A groundbreaking, urgent report from the front
lines of "dirty work"—the work that society
considers essential but morally compromised.
Drone pilots who carry out targeted
assassinations. Undocumented immigrants who
man the “kill floors” of industrial
slaughterhouses. Guards who patrol the wards
of the United States’ most violent and abusive
prisons. In Dirty Work, Eyal Press offers a
paradigm-shifting view of the moral landscape of
contemporary America through the stories of
people who perform society’s most ethically
troubling jobs. As Press shows, we are
increasingly shielded and distanced from an
array of morally questionable activities that
other, less privileged people perform in our
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name. The COVID-19 pandemic has drawn
unprecedented attention to essential workers,
and to the health and safety risks to which
workers in prisons and slaughterhouses are
exposed. But Dirty Work examines a less familiar
set of occupational hazards: psychological and
emotional hardships such as stigma, shame,
PTSD, and moral injury. These burdens fall
disproportionately on low-income workers,
undocumented immigrants, women, and people
of color. Illuminating the moving, sometimes
harrowing stories of the people doing society’s
dirty work, and incisively examining the
structures of power and complicity that shape
their lives, Press reveals fundamental truths
about the moral dimensions of work and the
hidden costs of inequality in America.
Alcoholics Anonymous - Alcoholics Anonymous
World Services 1986
The basic text for Alcoholics Anonymous.
The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck - Mark
Manson 2016-09-13

#1 New York Times Bestseller Over 10 million
copies sold In this generation-defining self-help
guide, a superstar blogger cuts through the crap
to show us how to stop trying to be "positive" all
the time so that we can truly become better,
happier people. For decades, we’ve been told
that positive thinking is the key to a happy, rich
life. "F**k positivity," Mark Manson says. "Let’s
be honest, shit is f**ked and we have to live with
it." In his wildly popular Internet blog, Manson
doesn’t sugarcoat or equivocate. He tells it like
it is—a dose of raw, refreshing, honest truth that
is sorely lacking today. The Subtle Art of Not
Giving a F**k is his antidote to the coddling,
let’s-all-feel-good mindset that has infected
American society and spoiled a generation,
rewarding them with gold medals just for
showing up. Manson makes the argument,
backed both by academic research and welltimed poop jokes, that improving our lives
hinges not on our ability to turn lemons into
lemonade, but on learning to stomach lemons
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better. Human beings are flawed and
limited—"not everybody can be extraordinary,
there are winners and losers in society, and
some of it is not fair or your fault." Manson
advises us to get to know our limitations and
accept them. Once we embrace our fears, faults,
and uncertainties, once we stop running and
avoiding and start confronting painful truths, we
can begin to find the courage, perseverance,
honesty, responsibility, curiosity, and
forgiveness we seek. There are only so many
things we can give a f**k about so we need to
figure out which ones really matter, Manson
makes clear. While money is nice, caring about
what you do with your life is better, because true
wealth is about experience. A much-needed
grab-you-by-the-shoulders-and-look-you-in-theeye moment of real-talk, filled with entertaining
stories and profane, ruthless humor, The Subtle
Art of Not Giving a F**k is a refreshing slap for a
generation to help them lead contented,
grounded lives.

Why Courage Matters - John McCain 2008-07-15
A reflection on courage presents a collection of
stories of surpassing bravery and selfless
devotion to duty and offers portraits of
individuals--both famous and unheralded--who
confronted adversity and triumphed.
The Beautiful Ones - Silvia Moreno-Garcia
2017-10-24
"Truly one of the most beautiful books I've read
in a long time. This sweeping tale of love lost
and found is told with old-world elegance and
grace with just the right touch of magic." —M.J.
Rose, New York Times bestselling author The
Beautiful Ones by Silvia Moreno-Garcia is a
sweeping fantasy of manners set in a world
inspired by the belle époque. In a world of
etiquette and polite masks, no one is who they
seem to be. Antonina Beaulieu is in the glittering
city of Loisail for her first Grand Season, where
she will attend balls and mingle among high
society. Under the tutelage of the beautiful but
cold Valerie Beaulieu she hopes to find a
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suitable husband. However, the haphazard
manifestations of Nina’s telekinetic powers make
her the subject of malicious gossip. Yet dazzling
telekinetic performer and outsider Hector
Auvray sees Nina’s powers as a gift, and he
teaches her how to hone and control them. As
they spend more and more time together, Nina
falls in love and believes she’s found the great
romance that she’s always dreamt of. But
Hector’s courtship of Nina is deceptive.
Bared Souls - Ellie Wade 2020-09
Letter from the Birmingham Jail - Jr. Martin
Luther King 2017-07-02
In "Letter from Birmingham Jail," Martin Luther
King Jr. explains why blacks can no longer be
victims of inequality.
How To Win Friends And Influence People Dale Carnegie 2022-05-17
"How to Win Friends and Influence People" is
one of the first best-selling self-help books ever
published. It can enable you to make friends

quickly and easily, help you to win people to
your way of thinking, increase your influence,
your prestige, your ability to get things done, as
well as enable you to win new clients, new
customers._x000D_ Twelve Things This Book
Will Do For You:_x000D_ Get you out of a mental
rut, give you new thoughts, new visions, new
ambitions._x000D_ Enable you to make friends
quickly and easily._x000D_ Increase your
popularity._x000D_ Help you to win people to
your way of thinking._x000D_ Increase your
influence, your prestige, your ability to get
things done._x000D_ Enable you to win new
clients, new customers._x000D_ Increase your
earning power._x000D_ Make you a better
salesman, a better executive._x000D_ Help you
to handle complaints, avoid arguments, keep
your human contacts smooth and
pleasant._x000D_ Make you a better speaker, a
more entertaining conversationalist._x000D_
Make the principles of psychology easy for you
to apply in your daily contacts._x000D_ Help you
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to arouse enthusiasm among your
associates._x000D_ Dale Carnegie (1888-1955)
was an American writer and lecturer and the
developer of famous courses in selfimprovement, salesmanship, corporate training,
public speaking, and interpersonal skills. Born
into poverty on a farm in Missouri, he was the
author of How to Win Friends and Influence
People (1936), a massive bestseller that remains
popular today._x000D_
True Biz - Sara Novic 2022-04-05
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • REESE’S
BOOK CLUB PICK • A “tender, beautiful and
radiantly outraged” (The New York Times Book
Review) novel that follows a year of seismic
romantic, political, and familial shifts for a
teacher and her students at a boarding school
for the deaf, from the acclaimed author of Girl at
War “For those who loved the Oscar-winning
film CODA, a boarding school for deaf students
is the setting for a kaleidoscope of
experiences.”—The Washington Post ONE OF

THE MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF
2022—Oprah Daily, The Millions, Lit Hub,
Publishers Weekly, BookPage True biz
(adj./exclamation; American Sign Language):
really, seriously, definitely, real-talk True biz?
The students at the River Valley School for the
Deaf just want to hook up, pass their history
finals, and have politicians, doctors, and their
parents stop telling them what to do with their
bodies. This revelatory novel plunges readers
into the halls of a residential school for the deaf,
where they’ll meet Charlie, a rebellious transfer
student who’s never met another deaf person
before; Austin, the school’s golden boy, whose
world is rocked when his baby sister is born
hearing; and February, the hearing
headmistress, a CODA (child of deaf adult(s))
who is fighting to keep her school open and her
marriage intact, but might not be able to do
both. As a series of crises both personal and
political threaten to unravel each of them,
Charlie, Austin, and February find their lives
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inextricable from one another—and changed
forever. This is a story of sign language and lipreading, disability and civil rights, isolation and
injustice, first love and loss, and, above all, great
persistence, daring, and joy. Absorbing and
assured, idiosyncratic and relatable, this is an
unforgettable journey into the Deaf community
and a universal celebration of human
connection.
War and Peace - Leo Tolstoy 2019-01-16
Hailed as one of the greatest novels of all time
and a classic of world literature, War and Peace
is a tale of strivers in a world fraught with
conflict, social and political change, and spiritual
confusion, Tolstoy's magnificent work continues
to entertain, enlighten, and inspire readers
around the world. Both an intimate study of
individual passions and an epic history of Russia
and its people, 'War and Peace' is nothing more
or less than a complete portrait of human
existence. Among its many unforgettable
characters is Prince Andrey Bolkonsky, a proud,

dashing man who, despising the artifice of high
society, joins the army to achieve glory. Badly
wounded at Austerlitz, he begins to discover the
emptiness of everything to which he has devoted
himself. His death scene is considered one of the
greatest passages in Russian literature. Terror
swiftly engulfs the country as Napoleon's army
marches on Russia, and the lives of three young
people are changed forever. The stories of
quixotic Pierre, cynical Andrey and impetuous
Natasha interweave with a huge cast, from
aristocrats and peasants, to soldiers and
Napoleon himself. In War and Peace (1868-9),
Tolstoy entwines grand themes—conflict and
love, birth and death, free will and fate.
Song of Myself ... - Walt Whitman 1904
Our Souls at Night - Kent Haruf 2015-05-26
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A spare yet
eloquent, bittersweet yet inspiring story of a
man and a woman who, in advanced age, come
together to wrestle with the events of their lives
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and their hopes for the imminent future. In the
familiar setting of Holt, Colorado, home to all of
Kent Haruf's inimitable fiction, Addie Moore
pays an unexpected visit to a neighbor, Louis
Waters. Her husband died years ago, as did his
wife, and in such a small town they naturally
have known of each other for decades; in fact,
Addie was quite fond of Louis's wife. His
daughter lives hours away, her son even farther,
and Addie and Louis have long been living alone
in empty houses, the nights so terribly lonely,
especially with no one to talk with. But maybe
that could change? As Addie and Louis come to
know each other better--their pleasures and
their difficulties--a beautiful story of second
chances unfolds, making Our Souls at Night the
perfect final installment to this beloved writer's
enduring contribution to American literature.
Free Roll - Brandt Tobler 2017-05-22
Have you ever wondered: What it's like to daily
bet hundreds of thousands of dollars working for
some of the largest professional gamblers in Las

Vegas? ... How to spend a summer house sitting
one of the biggest stars in the world's 11,000
square-foot mansion - without an invitation from
it's celebrity owner ... Whether the life of crime specifically, running a shoplifting ring in a
middle American mall - pays? ... What causes a
son to finally say enough is enough ... and decide
"Today is the day I am going to kill my dad."
Comedian Brandt Tobler has the answers in this
funny, touching and sometimes downright
unbelievable memoir of a small town Wyomingkid turned "mall-fia" don, turned nationally
touring comic. Brand tells his life story with
candor, detailing the many pit stops, wrong
turns, crazy connections and lucky breaks he
experienced along the way to his comedy career,
all while trying to balance a toxic relationship
with his unreliable jailbird dad. In these pages
Brandt will make you laugh (he better - it's his
job!) and believe as he does that, when it comes
to defining family, blood isn't always thicker
than water. -- back cover.
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Stranger in My Own Country - Yascha Mounk
2014-01-07
A moving and unsettling exploration of a young
man's formative years in a country still
struggling with its past As a Jew in postwar
Germany, Yascha Mounk felt like a foreigner in
his own country. When he mentioned that he is
Jewish, some made anti-Semitic jokes or talked
about the superiority of the Aryan race. Others,
sincerely hoping to atone for the country's past,
fawned over him with a forced friendliness he
found just as alienating. Vivid and fascinating,
Stranger in My Own Country traces the contours
of Jewish life in a country still struggling with
the legacy of the Third Reich and portrays those
who, inevitably, continue to live in its shadow.
Marshaling an extraordinary range of material
into a lively narrative, Mounk surveys his
countrymen's responses to "the Jewish
question." Examining history, the story of his
family, and his own childhood, he shows that
anti-Semitism and far-right extremism have long

coexisted with self-conscious philo-Semitism in
postwar Germany. But of late a new kind of
resentment against Jews has come out in the
open. Unnoticed by much of the outside world,
the desire for a "finish line" that would spell a
definitive end to the country's obsession with the
past is feeding an emphasis on German
victimhood. Mounk shows how, from the
government's pursuit of a less "apologetic"
foreign policy to the way the country's idea of
the Volk makes life difficult for its immigrant
communities, a troubled nationalism is shaping
Germany's future.
Absolute Convictions - Eyal Press 2007-02-20
On October 23, 1998, Buffalo abortion provider
Barnett Slepian was killed by a sniper's bullet
fired through the kitchen window of his home.
Days later, police informed another local doctor,
Shalom Press, that they had received a threat
warning that he wa
A Curse So Dark and Lonely - Brigid
Kemmerer 2019-01-29
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A New York Times bestseller! "Has everything
you'd want in a retelling of a classic fairy tale." Jodi Picoult, New York Times bestselling author
of A Spark of Light and Small Great Things
"Absolutely spellbinding." - Stephanie Garber,
#1 New York Times bestselling author of
Caraval and Legendary In a lush, contemporary
fantasy retelling of Beauty and the Beast, Brigid
Kemmerer gives readers another compulsively
readable romance perfect for fans of Marissa
Meyer. Fall in love, break the curse. It once
seemed so easy to Prince Rhen, the heir to
Emberfall. Cursed by a powerful enchantress to
repeat the autumn of his eighteenth year over
and over, he knew he could be saved if a girl fell
for him. But that was before he learned that at
the end of each autumn, he would turn into a
vicious beast hell-bent on destruction. That was
before he destroyed his castle, his family, and
every last shred of hope. Nothing has ever been
easy for Harper. With her father long gone, her
mother dying, and her brother barely holding

their family together while constantly
underestimating her because of her cerebral
palsy, she learned to be tough enough to survive.
But when she tries to save someone else on the
streets of Washington, DC, she's instead
somehow sucked into Rhen's cursed world.
Break the curse, save the kingdom. A prince? A
monster? A curse? Harper doesn't know where
she is or what to believe. But as she spends time
with Rhen in this enchanted land, she begins to
understand what's at stake. And as Rhen realizes
Harper is not just another girl to charm, his
hope comes flooding back. But powerful forces
are standing against Emberfall . . . and it will
take more than a broken curse to save Harper,
Rhen, and his people from utter ruin.
The Best Yes - Lysa TerKeurst 2014-08-19
Are you living with the stress of an overwhelmed
schedule and aching with the sadness of an
underwhelmed soul? Lysa TerKeurst is learning
that there is a big difference between saying yes
to everyone and saying yes to God. In The Best
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Yes she will help you: Cure the disease to please
with a biblical understanding of the command to
love. Escape the guilt of disappointing others by
learning the secret of the small no. Overcome
the agony of hard choices by embracing a
wisdom based decision-making process. Rise
above the rush of endless demands and discover
your best yes today.
The Circle - Dave Eggers 2013-10-08
A bestselling dystopian novel that tackles
surveillance, privacy and the frightening
intrusions of technology in our lives—a
“compulsively readable parable for the 21st
century” (Vanity Fair). When Mae Holland is
hired to work for the Circle, the world’s most
powerful internet company, she feels she’s been
given the opportunity of a lifetime. The Circle,
run out of a sprawling California campus, links
users’ personal emails, social media, banking,
and purchasing with their universal operating
system, resulting in one online identity and a
new age of civility and transparency. As Mae

tours the open-plan office spaces, the towering
glass dining facilities, the cozy dorms for those
who spend nights at work, she is thrilled with
the company’s modernity and activity. There are
parties that last through the night, there are
famous musicians playing on the lawn, there are
athletic activities and clubs and brunches, and
even an aquarium of rare fish retrieved from the
Marianas Trench by the CEO. Mae can’t believe
her luck, her great fortune to work for the most
influential company in the world—even as life
beyond the campus grows distant, even as a
strange encounter with a colleague leaves her
shaken, even as her role at the Circle becomes
increasingly public. What begins as the
captivating story of one woman’s ambition and
idealism soon becomes a heart-racing novel of
suspense, raising questions about memory,
history, privacy, democracy, and the limits of
human knowledge.
The Girl Who Fell Beneath the Sea - Axie Oh
2022-02-22
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A New York Times Bestseller! Axie Oh's The Girl
Who Fell Beneath the Sea is an enthralling
feminist retelling of the classic Korean folktale
"The Tale of Shim Cheong," perfect for fans of
Wintersong, Uprooted, and Miyazaki’s Spirited
Away. Deadly storms have ravaged Mina’s
homeland for generations. Floods sweep away
entire villages, while bloody wars are waged
over the few remaining resources. Her people
believe the Sea God, once their protector, now
curses them with death and despair. In an
attempt to appease him, each year a beautiful
maiden is thrown into the sea to serve as the Sea
God’s bride, in the hopes that one day the “true
bride” will be chosen and end the suffering.
Many believe that Shim Cheong, the most
beautiful girl in the village—and the beloved of
Mina’s older brother Joon—may be the
legendary true bride. But on the night Cheong is
to be sacrificed, Joon follows Cheong out to sea,
even knowing that to interfere is a death
sentence. To save her brother, Mina throws

herself into the water in Cheong’s stead. Swept
away to the Spirit Realm, a magical city of lesser
gods and mythical beasts, Mina seeks out the
Sea God, only to find him caught in an
enchanted sleep. With the help of a mysterious
young man named Shin—as well as a motley
crew of demons, gods and spirits—Mina sets out
to wake the Sea God and bring an end to the
killer storms once and for all. But she doesn’t
have much time: A human cannot live long in the
land of the spirits. And there are those who
would do anything to keep the Sea God from
waking... Praise for The Girl Who Fell Beneath
the Sea: An ABA Indie Bestseller "On every page
I found something marvelous and new, and I was
eager to keep reading because I wanted to
further explore this wondrous new world." —The
New York Times "A beautiful, mesmerizing
retelling I wish I’d had when I was growing up.
... A heartfelt tale that I will be recommending
for years to come." —Elizabeth Lim, New York
Times-bestselling author of Six Crimson Cranes
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"A clever, creative, and exquisitely written tale
of sacrifice, love, and fate." —Stephanie Garber,
New York Times-bestselling author of Caraval
How Beautiful We Were - Imbolo Mbue
2021-03-09
A fearless young woman from a small African
village starts a revolution against an American
oil company in this sweeping, inspiring novel
from the New York Times bestselling author of
Behold the Dreamers. ONE OF THE TEN BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New York Times,
People • ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR: The New York Times Book Review, The
Washington Post, Esquire, Good Housekeeping,
The Christian Science Monitor, Marie Claire,
Ms. magazine, BookPage, Kirkus Reviews “Mbue
reaches for the moon and, by the novel’s end,
has it firmly held in her hand.”—NPR We should
have known the end was near. So begins Imbolo
Mbue’s powerful second novel, How Beautiful
We Were. Set in the fictional African village of
Kosawa, it tells of a people living in fear amid

environmental degradation wrought by an
American oil company. Pipeline spills have
rendered farmlands infertile. Children are dying
from drinking toxic water. Promises of cleanup
and financial reparations to the villagers are
made—and ignored. The country’s government,
led by a brazen dictator, exists to serve its own
interests. Left with few choices, the people of
Kosawa decide to fight back. Their struggle will
last for decades and come at a steep price. Told
from the perspective of a generation of children
and the family of a girl named Thula who grows
up to become a revolutionary, How Beautiful We
Were is a masterful exploration of what happens
when the reckless drive for profit, coupled with
the ghost of colonialism, comes up against one
community’s determination to hold on to its
ancestral land and a young woman’s willingness
to sacrifice everything for the sake of her
people’s freedom.
Living My Life - Emma Goldman 2006-04-04
Anarchist, journalist, drama critic, advocate of
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birth control and free love, Emma Goldman was
the most famous—and notorious—woman in the
early twentieth century. This abridged version of
her two-volume autobiography takes her from
her birthplace in czarist Russia to the socialist
enclaves of Manhattan’s Lower East Side.
Against a dramatic backdrop of political
argument, show trials, imprisonment, and
tempestuous romances, Goldman chronicles the
epoch that she helped shape: the reform
movements of the Progressive Era, the early
years of and later disillusionment with Lenin’s
Bolshevik experiment, and more. Sounding a call
still heard today, Living My Life is a riveting
account of political ferment and ideological
turbulence. First time in Penguin Classics
Condensed to half the length of Goldman's
original work, this edition is accessible to those
interested in the activist and her extraordinary
era
Beautiful Souls - Eyal Press 2012-02-14
On the Swiss border with Austria in 1938, a

police captain refuses to enforce a law barring
Jewish refugees from entering his country. In the
Balkans half a century later, a Serb from the
war-blasted city of Vukovar defies his superiors
in order to save the lives of Croats. At the height
of the Second Intifada, a member of Israel's
most elite military unit informs his commander
he doesn't want to serve in the occupied
territories. Fifty years after Hannah Arendt
examined the dynamics of conformity in her
seminal account of the Eichmann trial, Beautiful
Souls explores the flipside of the banality of evil,
mapping out what impels ordinary people to defy
the sway of authority and convention. Through
the dramatic stories of unlikely resisters who
feel the flicker of conscience when thrust into
morally compromising situations, Eyal Press
shows that the boldest acts of dissent are often
carried out not by radicals seeking to overthrow
the system but by true believers who cling with
unusual fierceness to their convictions. Drawing
on groundbreaking research by moral
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psychologists and neuroscientists, Beautiful
Souls culminates with the story of a financial
industry whistleblower who loses her job after
refusing to sell a toxic product she rightly
suspects is being misleadingly advertised. At a
time of economic calamity and political unrest,
this deeply reported work of narrative
journalism examines the choices and dilemmas
we all face when our principles collide with the
loyalties we harbor and the duties we are
expected to fulfill.
Breaking Dawn - Stephenie Meyer 2008-08-02
In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga,
Bella has one final choice to make. Should she
stay mortal and strengthen her connection to the
werewolves, or leave it all behind to become a
vampire? When you loved the one who was
killing you, it left you no options. How could you
run, how could you fight, when doing so would
hurt that beloved one? If your life was all you
had to give, how could you not give it? If it was
someone you truly loved? To be irrevocably in

love with a vampire is both fantasy and
nightmare woven into a dangerously heightened
reality for Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction by
her intense passion for Edward Cullen, and in
another by her profound connection to werewolf
Jacob Black, a tumultuous year of temptation,
loss, and strife have led her to the ultimate
turning point. Her imminent choice to either join
the dark but seductive world of immortals or to
pursue a fully human life has become the thread
from which the fates of two tribes hangs. This
astonishing, breathlessly anticipated conclusion
to the Twilight Saga illuminates the secrets and
mysteries of this spellbinding romantic epic. It's
here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer
makes a triumphant return to the world of
Twilight with the highly anticipated companion,
Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and
Edward told from the vampire's point of view.
"People do not want to just read Meyer's books;
they want to climb inside them and live there." -Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York
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Times
The Summer I Turned Pretty - Jenny Han
2010-04-06
Belly spends the summer she turns sixteen at
the beach just like every other summer of her
life, but this time things are very different.
Love and Other Words - Christina Lauren
2018-04-10
After a decade apart, childhood sweethearts
reconnect by chance in New York Times
bestselling author Christina Lauren’s touching,
romantic novel Love and Other Words…how
many words will it take for them to figure out
where it all went wrong? The story of the heart
can never be unwritten. Macy Sorensen is
settling into an ambitious if emotionally tepid
routine: work hard as a new pediatrics resident,
plan her wedding to an older, financially secure
man, keep her head down and heart tucked
away. But when she runs into Elliot
Petropoulos—the first and only love of her
life—the careful bubble she’s constructed begins

to dissolve. Once upon a time, Elliot was Macy’s
entire world—growing from her gangly bookish
friend into the man who coaxed her heart open
again after the loss of her mother...only to break
it on the very night he declared his love for her.
Told in alternating timelines between Then and
Now, teenage Elliot and Macy grow from friends
to much more—spending weekends and lazy
summers together in a house outside of San
Francisco devouring books, sharing favorite
words, and talking through their growing pains
and triumphs. As adults, they have become
strangers to one another until their chance
reunion. Although their memories are obscured
by the agony of what happened that night so
many years ago, Elliot will come to understand
the truth behind Macy’s decade-long silence,
and will have to overcome the past and himself
to revive her faith in the possibility of an allconsuming love.
Beautiful World, Where Are You - Sally Rooney
2021-09-07
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AN INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER Beautiful World, Where Are You is
a new novel by Sally Rooney, the bestselling
author of Normal People and Conversations with
Friends. Alice, a novelist, meets Felix, who
works in a warehouse, and asks him if he’d like
to travel to Rome with her. In Dublin, her best
friend, Eileen, is getting over a break-up, and
slips back into flirting with Simon, a man she has
known since childhood. Alice, Felix, Eileen, and
Simon are still young—but life is catching up
with them. They desire each other, they delude
each other, they get together, they break apart.
They have sex, they worry about sex, they worry
about their friendships and the world they live
in. Are they standing in the last lighted room
before the darkness, bearing witness to
something? Will they find a way to believe in a
beautiful world?
More Than Enough - Elaine Welteroth
2020-04-28
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

WINNER OF THE 2020 NAACP IMAGE AWARD
FOR OUTSTANDING LITERARY WORK —
BIOGRAPHY/AUTOBIOGRAPHY NOW
OPTIONED FOR DEVELOPMENT AS A TV
SERIES BY PARAMOUNT TELEVISION
STUDIOS AND ANONYMOUS CONTENT “The
millennial Becoming . . . Inspiring and
empowering.” —Entertainment Weekly “An
essential read for women in the workplace
today.” —Refinery29 Part-manifesto, partmemoir, from the revolutionary editor who
infused social consciousness into the pages of
Teen Vogue, an exploration of what it means to
come into your own—on your own terms
Throughout her life, Elaine Welteroth has
climbed the ranks of media and fashion,
shattering ceilings along the way. In this riveting
and timely memoir, the groundbreaking
journalist unpacks lessons on race, identity, and
success through her own journey, from
navigating her way as the unstoppable child of
an unlikely interracial marriage in small-town
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California to finding herself on the frontlines of a
modern movement for the next generation of
change makers. Welteroth moves beyond the
headlines and highlight reels to share the
profound lessons and struggles of being a
barrier-breaker across so many intersections. As
a young boss and often the only Black woman in
the room, she’s had enough of the world telling
her—and all women—they’re not enough. As she
learns to rely on herself by looking both inward
and upward, we’re ultimately reminded that
we’re more than enough.
The Love Hypothesis - Ali Hazelwood
2021-09-14
The Instant New York Times Bestseller and
TikTok Sensation! As seen on THE VIEW! A
BuzzFeed Best Summer Read of 2021 When a
fake relationship between scientists meets the
irresistible force of attraction, it throws one
woman's carefully calculated theories on love
into chaos. As a third-year Ph.D. candidate, Olive
Smith doesn't believe in lasting romantic

relationships--but her best friend does, and
that's what got her into this situation.
Convincing Anh that Olive is dating and well on
her way to a happily ever after was always going
to take more than hand-wavy Jedi mind tricks:
Scientists require proof. So, like any selfrespecting biologist, Olive panics and kisses the
first man she sees. That man is none other than
Adam Carlsen, a young hotshot professor--and
well-known ass. Which is why Olive is positively
floored when Stanford's reigning lab tyrant
agrees to keep her charade a secret and be her
fake boyfriend. But when a big science
conference goes haywire, putting Olive's career
on the Bunsen burner, Adam surprises her again
with his unyielding support and even more
unyielding...six-pack abs. Suddenly their little
experiment feels dangerously close to
combustion. And Olive discovers that the only
thing more complicated than a hypothesis on
love is putting her own heart under the
microscope.
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Ugly Love - Colleen Hoover 2014-08-05
From Colleen Hoover, the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of It Ends With Us, a heartwrenching love story that proves attraction at
first sight can be messy. When Tate Collins
meets airline pilot Miles Archer, she doesn't
think it's love at first sight. They wouldn’t even
go so far as to consider themselves friends. The
only thing Tate and Miles have in common is an
undeniable mutual attraction. Once their desires

are out in the open, they realize they have the
perfect set-up. He doesn’t want love, she doesn’t
have time for love, so that just leaves the sex.
Their arrangement could be surprisingly
seamless, as long as Tate can stick to the only
two rules Miles has for her. Never ask about the
past. Don’t expect a future. They think they can
handle it, but realize almost immediately they
can’t handle it at all. Hearts get infiltrated.
Promises get broken. Rules get shattered. Love
gets ugly.
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